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Motor Setup & Auto-Tuning

CRANEtrol® VG7 High Performance 

Flux Vector Drive for No-Load-Brake Hoists 

 
The CRANEtrol® VG7 high performance drive has been designed with a basic startup 
procedure to get “up and running” in a very short time. All optional features may be 
added at any time after the basic startup has been completed. Follow the steps below 
to accomplish the minimum startup. 
 

1. Change parameter F01 to “0”. 
2. Change parameter F02 to “0” 
3. Enter the correct motor data in these parameters. 

a. P02 = 37 
b. P03 = Motor rated HP 
c. P04 = Motor rated full load amperage 
d. P05 = Motor poles. 
e. F03 = Motor maximum speed 
f. F04 = Motor rated speed. This is typically 1760 to 1780 RPM. Refer to your 

motor nameplate. 
g. F05 = Motor rated voltage. Refer to your motor nameplate, default is 460 

Volts. 
 

4. Save all programmed motor data at parameter H02 
a.  Scroll to parameter H02, press the “Function/Data” key. 
b. Depress and hold the “Stop” key. 
c. Press the up arrow key until “1” is displayed. 
d. Release the “Stop” key, and press the “Function/Data” key. You will notice 

“Executing" displayed on the keypad. 
e. When the save is complete, you will be returned to the main parameter 

set at parameter “H03” 
 

5. Enter “0” at parameter O38. This disables some of the drives internal functions, 
and will allow static auto tuning to be completed. 

 
6. Scroll up to parameter “H01”, “TUN MODE”. Press the “Function/Data” key; the 

display will read “0: Inactive”. Depress and hold the “Stop” key, press the up 
arrow key until “3: AUT-STP” is displayed, release the “Stop” key, and press the 
“Function/Data” key then press the “FWD” key. The tuning process should start 
and can take several minutes to  complete 

 
7. After the auto tune procedure has completed, repeat the “All Save” procedures 

in step two above. 
 

8. Set parameter 038 back to “1” and press the “Function/Data” key to enable all 
drive functionality then set parameter U64 to “1”. Repeat the save process in step 
2. 

 
9. When all programming is complete, press the “PRG” one time to exit 

programming mode. 
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FIVE STEP CONTROL

Speed Reference and Control Mode Setting:

The CRANEtrol® VG7 hoist software is pre-loaded with typical speed references for five 
step operation. If you wish to use the default settings and the default control wiring 
connections, simply enter "1" at parameter U64 and save your changes. No further 
adjustments should be required in order to operate in the five step control mode.

If you wish to operate in one of the other pre-programmed control modes, make the 
following parameter adjustments to easily initialize the control.

1. Three step control
a. U08 = Desired minimum motor rpm
b. U09 = Desired motor rpm for second speed point
c. U10 = Desired maximum motor rpm
d. U11 = 0
e. U12 = 0
f.  U01 = 2
g. Save your parameter changes at parameter H02

2. Two step control
a. U08 = Desired minimum motor rpm
b. U09 = Desired maximum motor rpm
c. U10 = 0
d. U11 = 0
e. U 12 = 0
f.  U01 = 3
g. Save your parameter changes at parameter H02

3. Two step infinitely variable control
a. U08 = Desired minimum motor rpm
b. U09 = 0
c. U10 = 0
d. U11 = 0
e. U12 = 0
f.  U01 = 4
g. Save your parameter changes at parameter H02

4. Three step infinitely variable control
a. U08 = Desired minimum motor rpm
b. U09 = 0
c. U10 = 0
d. U11 = 0
e. U12 = 0
f.  U01 = 5
g. Save your parameter changes at parameter H02

OTHER CONTROL MODES
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 OTHER CONTROL MODES (cont.)

Speed Reference and Control Mode Setting:

5. Analog control
a. U08 = Desired minimum motor rpm
b. U09 = 0
c. U10 = 0
d. U11 = 0
e. U12 = 0
f.  F01 = 1
g. Follow the wiring instructions for use of analog input terminals
h. Save your parameter changes at parameter H02

6. Keypad control
a. Internal VG7LS positions as well as the internal final upper limit position 

must set and active in order to operate from the keypad. Please refer to 
the Virtual Geared Limit Switch section for setup instructions.

b. F01 = 0 (Speed reference via keypad up and down arrows)
c. F02 = 0 (Forward and reverse commands via keypad "Fwd" and "Rev" keys
d. Change F01 and F02 back manually or by resetting parameter U64 to "1". 

Setting U64 to "1" will initialize drive to CRANEtrol® factory defaults.
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Terminals 1 & 2 X X X X X Minimum Speed U08
Terminal 3 X X X Second Speed* U09
Terminal 4 X X Third Speed** U10
Terminal 5 X Fourth Speed U11
Terminal 6 X Fifth Speed U12

* Terminal 3 is used to accelerate when Two Step Infinitely Variable is used.
* Terminal 3 is used to hold speed when Three Step Infinitely Variable is used.
** Terminal 4 is used to accelerate when Three Step Infinitely Variable is used.

Terminal usage depending on control mode selection.

Speed Reference Parameters

For ease of wiring and programming, all speed references are programmed in 
parameters U08 through U12 regardless of the control method you intend to use. For 
example, parameter U08 is always the minimum desired speed and will always be 
activated through terminals 1 (Up / Fwd) and 2 (Down / Reverse). For five step operation, 
you will then program parameters U09 through U12 for second through fifth speed points. 
See the programming matrix below for a graphic explanation of speed reference 
terminals and programming. Terminal use is modified automatically depending on the 
mode of operation you select.
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The control method may be selected by entering the corresponding numbers into 
parameter U01. Use terminal numbers 1 through 6. The charts below demonstrate the 
operation of each mode. In addition to these modes, analog control is also available as 
a standard.

a.   Five Step operation
b.   Three Step operation
c.   Two Step operation
d.   Two Step infinitely variable
e.   Three Step infinitely variable

a.   Five Step operation (Default) - U01 = 1

Control Method Selection - Parameter U01

U08

U09

U10

TERM 1, 2

TERM 3

TERM 4

ZERO SPEED

b.   Three Step Operation - U01 = 2

*Terminal numbers reference terminal points
on the CRANEtrol    VG7RIN control interface card.®

 

U08

U09

U10

U11

U12

TERM 1, 2

TERM 3

TERM 4

TERM 5

TERM 6

ZERO SPEED



U08

U09

TERM 1, 2

TERM 3

ZERO SPEED

U08

TERM 1, 2

TERM 3

ZERO SPEED

F03

U08

F03

TERM 1, 2

TERM 3

TERM 4

ZERO SPEED

1c.   Two Step operation - U01 = 3

1d.   Two Step Infinitely Variable operation - U01 = 4

1e.   Three Step Infinitely Variable operation - U01 = 5
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Virtual Geared Limit Switch™ or 

The VIRTUAL GEARED LIMIT SWITCH™          serves the same function as the traditional 
rotary geared limit switch with the following additional benefits.

1. Enable or disable by adjustment of one parameter.
2. Provides additional layers of protection against equipment damage and 

personnel injury.
3. Set points for upper stop, upper slow down, lower slow down, and lower stop are 

parameter adjusted from the control panel. No need to access the hoist 
equipment.

4. Slow down position maximum speed is adjustable from 10% to 90% of base speed.
5. Limit switch alarms are built in and may be disabled via one parameter if 

desirable.
6. Final upper position is built in and operates independently from the normal 

operation set points. This position, when set and activated, will disable the drive 
until the limit is deactivated via a dedicated parameter.

7. More accurate stopping positions and faster reset than traditional geared limit 
switches.

8. Since each point is set independently, each position may be adjusted at any time 
without disrupting or changing the other set point positions.

9. Safely operate from the drive keypad when all positions are set.

To utilize the VIRTUAL GEARED LIMIT SWITCH™               features:

1. Position the hoist hook at a point that is approximately half way between the 
maximum lift and maximum lower positions.

2. Set parameter U32 to "1" to clear all existing position indicators. This should be 
done even if this feature has never been activated.

3. Raise the hook to the desired upper stop position and set parameter U33 to "1".
4. Lower the hook to the desired hoisting slow down position and set parameter U34 

to "1". Be sure to leave sufficient room for deceleration between this point and the 
upper stop position.

5. Lower the hook to the desired lowering slow down position and set parameter U35 
to "1".

6. Lower the hook to the desired stop position and set parameter U36 to "1". Be sure 
to leave sufficient room for deceleration between this point and the lower slow 
down position.

7. Set parameter U37 to "1" to activate all limit positions and test the operation. 
Make any required adjustments to any of the positions.

8. Adjust the percentage of motor base speed desired at slow down positions at 
parameter U40. The range is 10% - 90%. Requests for speeds higher than allowable 
in parameter U40 will be ignored while the hook is within the slow down zones.

9. Position alarms are activated and deactivated by parameter U41 (0 = Inactive, 1 
= Active). When activated, the alarm will sound for one period of one second 
when the slow down position is reached and two periods of one second when the 
stop position is reached.

All of the set points that you have programmed may be adjusted at any time without 
going through the entire procedure. To disable all limit positions except the Final Upper 
Limit Position, set parameter U37 to "0".
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              Final Upper Limit Position 

The final upper limit position provides an additional layer of protection against hook over 
travel and possible equipment damage or personnel injury by deactivating the motor 
drive via internal fault when activated. To activate this feature:

1. Set parameter U37 to "0" to deactivate the normal travel limit positions. The 
programmed positions will not be disrupted or changed during this process.

2. Carefully raise the hook to the desired fault position.
3. Set parameter U38 to "1" to record this position.
4. Lower the hook out of the final upper limit position by several inches.
5. Set parameter U39 to "1" to activate this limit position.
6. Test and adjust this position as necessary. To lower away from this position, 

parameter U39 must be set to "0", and the drive must be reset by pushing the 
"Reset" button on the drive keypad.

7. Reactivate all normal limit positions by resetting parameter U37 to "1".

Notes: 
Limit switch positions should be checked and adjusted 
periodically, just as you should with mechanical limit 
switches.
Positions must be reset after running in open loop mode, 
after recovering from encoder failure, repair or 
replacement, or after installing a new wire rope
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Load Float Mode Selection

The CRANEtrol® VG7 allows for two distinct modes of zero servo, or "load float" operation 
at stop.

1. Load float with electro-mechanical brakes closed. Parameter U03 = 0.

a. This mode of operation was developed for operations that require a 
sizeable full time load on the hook or block, such as magnet beams, 
bucket attachments, spreader beams, etc. During this mode of operation 
you still have all of the advantages of traditional load float except that the 
brake is closed during the programmed zero speed time in parameter F39.

2. Load float with the electro-mechanical brakes open. Parameter U03 = 1.

a. This is the traditional method of load float, and will maintain an open 
brake until the time selected in parameter F39 has expired after running.

CRANEtrol® VG7 High Performance Flux Vector Drive for No-Load-Brake Hoist 



Micro-Speed Function and Setup

The Micro-Speed function provides a means for precise positioning of a load.  When the 
Micro-Speed input (Terminal 9) is active and terminal 9 is assigned for Micro-Speed, (1) at 
parameter U58, the drive will decelerate and operate at the U02 level (% of operator 
requested speed). Operation at this Micro-Speed level allows the load to be positioned 
at a "creep" speed. This function is selectable for all methods of operation except the 
infinitely variable and analog modes.
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Turbo Lift Operation

Turbo Lift allows for hoist over speeding at light loads. To enable the Turbo Lift mode, five 
parameters must be set and properly adjusted. The chart below illustrates operation and 
timing of this feature.

Parameter List:

1.   U04 - 0 = Inactive, 1 = Active
2.   U05 - Turbo Lift Time (2 to 5 seconds)
3.   U06 - Turbo Lift Detect Torque (Up to 44%)
4.   U07 - Turbo Lift Over Speed Value (Up to 50% of motor base speed)
5.   F03 - Motor Maximum Speed

Parameter U04 activates this option when set to "1".

The Turbo Lift Time in parameter U05 is the amount of time that all operating conditions 
must be met prior to allowing motor over speed. 

Turbo Lift Detect Torque is the level of torque that is used to allow over speeding. Actual 
motor torque must be below this level to allow over speeding.

Turbo Lift Over Speed Value is the additional percentage of motor base speed that will 
be added to the motor base speed.

Motor Maximum Speed must be set to a value equal to or greater than the speed 
demanded in parameter U07.
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Form Stripper Mode

Our form stripper mode was developed with applications such as concrete casting in 
mind, where product must be removed from a form or mold. Traditional variable 
frequency and flux vector drive programs have been known to have problems with these 
applications because of the additional frictional loading and inherent features within the 
drive software that were designed to make heavy lifts smoother with less shock to the 
load and lifting equipment. This feature more closely simulates across the line starting, 
which until now has been more effective for this scenario. This mode may not be used 
with "Micro Speed" or analog control and should not be activated full time.

To use the Form Stripper Mode:

1. Set parameter U58 to "2" and save.
2. Attach the hoist hook to the load as you normally would.
3. Provide a momentary input to the VG7 on terminal 9 via pendant pushbutton or 

radio output. This will bypass the programmed acceleration ramps and simulate 
across the line starting.

4. Depress the controller for maximum lift speed.
5. Release the momentary input to terminal 9 and continue with normal operations.
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a. Load Catch®

Special Features & Functions:

Load Catch® is a feature that is included in each of our no-load-brake flux vector hoist 
controls. By monitoring the feedback from the motor encoder at all times that power is 
on, we detect brake slippage and monitor for accidental release of the hoist holding 
brake systems. If we detect movement when there should be none, we activate the drive 
and hold the load at zero speed while providing an output for an audible or visual alarm. 
This zero speed mode will be maintained until the operator lowers the load and the 
braking system is tested and proved adequate by the drive software. 

There are four parameters associated with Load Catch®:

1. Pulsed time on during Load Catch®. Parameter U60 (25 to 300 milliseconds) 
2. Load Catch® count. Parameter U61 (5 to 3000) 
3. Load Catch® timer. Parameter U62 (25 to 1500 milliseconds) 
4. Load Catch® selection. Parameter U63 (0 = Off, 1 = On.) 

Adjustments and use are as follows:

1. Activate Load Catch® by entering "1" at parameter U63. 
2. With mainline power on and a light load lifted one to two inches from the floor 

release the electro-mechanical brake. You should notice almost no initial 
    movement of the load before the drive "Run" is indicated on the keypad and 

the brake fault alarm is activated. 
3. There should also be no forward rotation of the motor shaft. If necessary, 

decrease the output time in parameter U60. 
4. If necessary to eliminate false indications of brake problems, the sensitivity of this 

feature may be adjusted by increasing the time and count in parameters U61 and 
U62. 

CRANEtrol® VG7 High Performance Flux Vector Drive for No-Load-Brake Hoist 

** IF LOAD CATCH IS ACTIVATING, SAFELY LOWER LOAD TO THE FLOOR AND CALL 
MAINTENANCE BEFORE CONTINUING TO USE YOUR HOIST. DO NOT REMOVE POWER 

FROM THE HOIST UNTIL THE LOAD IS REMOVED FROM THE HOOK ** 
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d. CRANEtrol® Drive Fault Reset

e. CRANEtrol® Drive Lock

f. CRANEtrol® Brake Answer-Back Input (Revision 9.12.07)

(Special Features, cont.)

Most VG7 drive faults can be reset without an additional input or pushbutton by pressing 
the "Up" pushbutton three times then pressing the "Down" pushbutton three times.

Note: The fault will not clear if the original cause of the fault is still present.

Caution should be exercised when using this feature; once the fault is fault is cleared and 
the drive is reset, the drive will start to run if the pushbutton is held down.

The CRANEtrol® VG7 drive is equipped with a "Drive Lock" feature, that when enabled 
prevents the drive from operating. Terminal 8 is always pre-assigned this feature. To use, 
supply a 120VAC signal to terminal 8 of the VG7RIN card.

The CRANEtrol® VG7 hoist drive is equipped with a brake answer back circuit that verifies 
opening of the electro-mechanical brake within two seconds of the expected time*. If 
the brake does not open, the drive will display an “ERA” fault code until the fault is reset.

To activate and use this feature:

1. Set parameter U56 to “1”.
2. Wire the brake answer back switch with 120VAC through an available terminal 
on the control interface card to drive terminal X5.

 
* The brake must be provided with a suitable position monitoring switch

Set parameter U64 to "1" to initialize a reset to default values for hoist operation. This is not 
a factory reset and you will not lose motor tuning and other custom parameter changes 
that you may have made.

c. CRANEtrol® Parameter Reset - Digital Control Modes Only

b. Open Loop Vector Operation

We have provided a means for temporary open loop vector operation for use when you 
have motor encoder related problems that cannot be immediately addressed, or 
encoder related issues are suspected, and you need to verify. This is a password 
protected feature that will time out after ten minutes of operation, and can only be used 
three times before requiring a factory reset. You must get a new password after each ten 
minute period of open loop operation.
Call the factory for instructions and password.

CRANEtrol® VG7 High Performance Flux Vector Drive for No-Load-Brake Hoist 
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CRANEtrol® VG7 High Performance Flux Vector Drive for No-Load-Brake Hoist 

(revised 10.10.2010)

FUNCTION RANGE TERMINAL DEFAULT

U 01 CONTROL METHOD SELECTION 1-5 N/A 1
U 02 MICRO-SPEED RANGE 10-100% X9 10
U 03 LOAD FLOAT MODE 0-1 N/A 0
U 04 TURBO LIFT SELECTION 0-1 N/A 0
U 05 TURBO LIFT TIME 2-5 N/A 2
U 06 TURBO LIFT DETECT TORQUE 0-44 N/A 10
U 07 TURBO LIFT AND LOWER OVERSPEED (% OF BASE SP) 0-50 N/A 25
U 08 SPEED REFERENCE 1 ZERO TO MAXIMUM RPM 1, 2 0
U 09 SPEED REFERENCE 2 ZERO TO MAXIMUM RPM 3 0
U 10 SPEED REFERENCE 3 ZERO TO MAXIMUM RPM 4 0
U 11 SPEED REFERENCE 4 ZERO TO MAXIMUM RPM 5 0
U 12 SPEED REFERENCE 5 ZERO TO MAXIMUM RPM 6 0
U 13 TURBO LOWER SELECTION 0-1 N/A 0
U 14 TURBO LOWER TIME 2-5 N/A 2
U 15 TURBO LOWER TORQUE -10-10 N/A 0
U 16 PASSWORD ENTRY FOR OPEN LOOP OPERATION CONSULT FACTORY N/A 0
U 17 RUN IN OPEN LOOP MODE 0-1 N/A 0
U 18 REMOTE FAULT RESET 0-1 N/A 0
U 19 Y4 SELECTION 0-1 Y4 0
U 20 LOAD CATCH ACTIVATIONS 0-32767 N/A 0
U 21 BRAKE SLIP ACTIVATIONS 0-32767 N/A 0
U 22 BRAKE RELEASE TIME (MS) 0-32767 N/A 2000
U 23 MIN NORMAL SPEED IN 3 ST INF VAR MODE 0-1800 X9 0
U 24 MAX NORMAL SPEED IN 3 ST INF VAR MODE 0-1800 X9 0
U 25 MIN MICRO SPEED IN 3 ST INF VAR MODE 0-1800 X9 0
U 26 MAX MICRO SPEED IN 3 ST INF VAR MODE 0-1800 X9 0
U 27
U 28
U 29
U 30 INTERNAL USE. DO NOT CHANGE
U 31
U 32 CLEAR LIMIT POSITIONS 0-1 N/A 0
U 33 SET UPPER STOP POSITION 0-1 N/A 0
U 34 SET UPPER SLOWDOWN POSITION 0-1 N/A 0
U 35 SET LOWER SLOWDOWN POSITION 0-1 N/A 0
U 36 SET LOWER STOP POSITION 0-1 N/A 0
U 37 ACTIVATE LIMIT SWITCHES 0-1 N/A 0
U 38 SET FINAL UPPER LIMIT POSITION 0-1 N/A 0
U 39 ENABLE FINAL UPPER STOP 0-1 N/A 0
U 40 % OF BASE SPEED FOR SLOW DOWN LIMITS 10-90 N/A 50
U 41
U 42
U 43
U 44
U 45
U 46
U 47
U 48
U 49
U 50
U 51
U 52
U 53
U 54
U 55 PULSED TIME ON DURING LOAD CATCH 25-300 (MILISECONDS) N/A 25
U 56 TERMINAL X5 MODE SELECTION 0,1 X5 0
U 57 TERMINAL X9 MODE SELECTION 0, 1, 2 N/A 0
U 58 FUJI FIRMWARE DO NOT USE 1
U 59 FUJI FIRMWARE DO NOT USE 10
U 60 FUJI FIRMWARE DO NOT USE 0
U 61 LOAD CATCH COUNT 5-3000 N/A 5
U 62 LOAD CATCH TIMER 25-1500 (MILISECONDS) N/A 25
U 63 LOAD CATCH SELECTION 0-1 N/A 0
U 64 INITIALIZE TO DEFAULT 1 N/A 0

NUMBER

USER PARAMETERS IN THE CRANETROL VG7 HOIST SOFTWARE
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